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INTRODUCTION 
The algebraic route taken in [16] for the production of quadratic 
residue codes from the Weil representation f SL(2, q), q a power of the 
odd prime p, required that p be invertible in the coefficient ring. But the 
spanning sets that result for the codes do not show this requirement. In 
fact, in Section 6 of the paper cited, a code over GF(3) was read from these 
sets when q = 9 for a construction of tile Mathieu group 3t12. The code is 
invariant under a monomial action of the larger group FL(2, 9). This is a 
particular example of the general phenomenon, to be described in the 
present paper. 
The monomial action of FL(2, q) on the projective line over the finite 
field GF(q) that will be used extends that of SL(2, q) for the quadratic 
residue codes. This action is given implicitly by some of the extra transfor- 
mations found in [16]. GF(q)-codes invariant under this action or that for 
GL(2, q) can be specified as doubly extended cyclic codes. The lattice of 
these codes turns out not to depend on p but only on the exponent m in 
q= p". It is isomorphic to the lattice of affine invariant binary codes of 
length 2"; some of the details of the correspondence have parallels in [6]. 
The minimal code in the lattice, which we shall call the modular quadratic 
residue code, is the one obtained from the conventional spanning sets read 
into GF(p). 
Among these codes are those corresponding to binary Reed-Muller 
codes. When m is odd, one of these is a self-dual code in the middle of the 
lattice. For m=3 and p=3,  it is even an extremal typeIII code of 
length 28 [13]. The dimensions of these codes do depend on p, and they 
can be calculated by recursive methods. 
1. QUADRATIC RESIDUE CODES 
The description of quadratic residue codes we shall use is based on [16] 
and follows from their construction as invariant subspaces for a monomial 
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action of SL(2, q) on the projective line over the finite field GF(q). This 
approach incorporates the Gleason-Prange theorem in the definition and 
~vas first used by Gleason in producing the codes from induced representa- 
tions. The exposition by van Lint and MacWilliams [I01 provides an 
elementary derivation of the major features of the codes. 
Let q be a power of the odd prime p and let PL(q) be tile projective line 
over GF(q), consisting of GF(q) itself and an extra element labeled c~. The 
ambient space for quadratic residue codes has its standard basis labeled by 
the members of PL(q): if z 9  PL(q), [zJ denotes the corresponding basis 
element. Usually the coefficients are taken from an appropriately chosen 
finite field. However, there are global codes with coefficients in a ring of 
characteristic 0; the entries of words can be read modulo prime ideals not 
dividing p to produce the codes over finite fields. This global approach was 
described by Assmus and Mattson [1] and used by Newhart to-discuss 
minimum weights [14-1. For our purposes, the ring D involved is obtained 
as follows: let 7. be the quadratic haracter on GF(q), given by 7.(x)= 1 if 
x is a nonzero square, - 1 if x is a nonsquare, and 0 if X = 0. Put 6 = ~( -  1 ) 
and let p be a square root of 6q. Then D is the ring of integers in Q(p). 
This is 7 / i fq  is a square, and Z[ ( ,v /~ + 1)/2-1 if not. 
There are two global codes C,, e= +1. The spanning set for C, is 
labeled by the members of PL(q), 
e~(oo) = ~p[oo ] + ~ [z], 
e,(y) = cp[y] + ~[oo] + ~ z(y-z) [z] ,  
for y 9 GF(q); the sums are over GF(q). If one wishes to reduce modulo a 
prime ideal divisor of 2, another spanning set is used [16, p. 166]. When 
the C~(p) spans are taken, C~ = C_a,. 
The group GL(2, q) acts on PL(q) by linear fractional transformations, 
(ca ,~) effecting the map z ---, (az + b)/(cz + d). The monomial action involved 
with quadratic residue codes is the representation i duced from the 
character 
(0 
of the stabilizer of oo. It can be given in terms of the standard generators 
 o(o 
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The action formulas follow, with z standing for an arbitrary member of 
PL(q) other than any singled out: 
R,~: l-co] ~ z(a)[co],  [z] ~ [az], 
S~: [z]--, [ z+b] ,  
7": [co] --, [o] --, ,~[oo ], [z] --, z (z ) [ -  qz]. 
The action extends to one of FL(2, q) by allowing the Frobenius map to 
act: 
F: fz]--,  fzr l .  
The two codes are invariant under F, T, and the Sb and are switched or 
fixed by R,, according as y~(a)= - I  or 1. The spanning elements transform 
in almost the way in which the standard basis elements do: 
Rae,( co ) = exi,,)~( oo ), 
Sbe~(y)=e~(y+b); 
Te,(co ) = e,(O), 
Fe,(.)')=e~(yP). 
R,,e~(y) = 7.(a) ez(a),(a.)'); 
Te,(O)=Se,(co), Te,(),)='/.(),)e,(-1/)'); 
When the codes are read into finite fields of characteristics not p, with 
appropriate changes for characteristic2, the results have dimensions 
(q + 1)/2 and are acted upon in the same way as above by FL(2, q). But 
if the spanning sets are read modulo a divisor of p, the entries involving e 
become 0, and the result is a self-orthogonal code invariant under all of 
FL(2, q). Its dimension is usually smaller than (q + 1)/2, being equal only 
when q= p. It is a twice extended cyclic code. More generally, one can 
describe the invariant subspaces for FL(2, q) in its monomial representa- 
tion in characteristic p. Then this modular quadratic residue code turns out 
to be the smallest nontrivial one. 
2. TWICE EXTENDED CYCLIC CODES 
In what follows a G-code will mean a G-invariant subspace of an 
ambient space on which the group G acts monomially. Let A be the 
ambient space over GF(q) spanned by the [z], z ~ PL(q), and let FL(2, q) 
act on A by the formulas of Section 1. Then let A' be the once punctured 
space spanned by the rz] with z-C-co, and A" the twice punctured space 
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spanned by those with z # oo and z # 0. Think of Ra and Sb as acting on 
A', generating the so-called affine group Aft(q), and the R,, acting as a 
c~,clic group of order q -  1 on A". For a code C in A, let C' and C" be the 
corresponding punctured codes in A' and A", obtained by deleting first the 
[oo] and then the [0] coordinate. When C is a GL(2, q)-code, C' is an 
Aff(q)-code, and C" is a cyclic code. In this case all three have the same 
dimension if C~A itself. For a nonzero word in C supported on [co] and 
[0] alone would either have weight 1 or combine with an image under Ra, 
a not a square, to produce a nonzero wqrd of weight 1. The transitivity of 
GL(2, q) would then force C = A. Consequently, C ~ C" is injective and the 
three dimensions are the same. Since we shall wish to consider dual codes, 
let us designate A and 0 as trivial GL(2, q)-codes to be set aside for the 
moment. 
Let Z '  stand for a sum over GF(q) and Z"  for a sum over GF(q)-  {0}. 
PROPOS[rIoN 2.1. Let C be a nontrivial GL(2, q)-code. Then C and C' 
are extensions of the cyclic code C": if ~"  y:[z] ~ C", the corresponding 
words ~ y:[z] and Z'  y:[z]  hi C and C' satisfy the 0 atld co equations: 
yo = -Z"  r:, (o) 
",,~ = -E"z (z )  ~.- = -Z 'z ( : )  ~,:. (co) 
Proof. Since dim C' = dim C" ~< dim A" < dim A', C' is contained in the 
maximal Aff(q)-code, the subspace <Z' [z ]  >• (A' is the regular epresenta- 
tion for the normal subgroup formed by the Sb). Thus Z '  ?.- = 0. Moreover, 
T(X 7: [z ] )~ C; that is, 
,S~oEco ] + "/o~ [0-1 + ~"  z(z) ~,:[- l/z] ~ c. 
Equation (0) applied to this gives Eq. (co). 
The cyclic code C" for a GL(2, q)-code is determined by a set of roots 
FII, Chap. 6]. Alternatively, one can give the exponents r for which 
Z"  ),.z" = 0 for all the words Y'." ~,:[z] in C", with these exponents construed 
as residue classes modulo q -1 .  Let E" be the exponent set for C"; what 
properties must E" have if C is nontrivial? 
Suppose c = Z L-[z-I and c is a typical member of C. By the transitivity 
of GL(2, q), "to is not always 0, and the 0 equation implies 0 ~ E". If r E E", 
evaluation of the equation for r at Tc implies that 
~" z(~) ~,.-(- l / zY  = o. 
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Now Z(Z)= z (q- 1)/2; as that fraction occurs so often, let j=  (q -  1)/2. Then 
the equation becomes 
E"  7: z j - r  = O" 
Thus j -  r ~ E" also; in particular, j r  
Because the once extended code C' of C" is affine invariant, the theorem 
of Kasami, Lin, and Peterson applies [9]: represent each exponent in the 
range 0 ~< r < q -  1 and write it base p. Let s ~<v &mean that each digit of 
s is at most the corresponding digit of r. Then if r e E" and 0 < s ~<p r, s e E" 
also. 
The exponent set of C"a- is the complement of -E" ,  which contains 0 
andj. C "• thus extends to A with 0's at the [co] and [0] positions; so the 
exponent set E "a- corresponding to C a- is a subset of the complement of 
-E" .  Since in general dim C" =q-  1 - [E" I ,  E"a- is this complement with 
0 and j removed. Now if 0<pr<pj ,  then j<pq- l - r<vq-1 .  As 
q -1  - r  represents - r ,  - r  cannot be in the exponent set of a nontriviai 
GL(2, q)-code, otherwise j would be. So -rCE"a-, which means rEE". 
That is, E" contains all the exponents in the interval 0 <p r <pj (and none 
with j <v r <p q -  1 ). In particular, E" is not empty if q > 3. Conversely, if
E" is not empty the conditions in the previous tyro paragraphs imply that 
all r with 0 <v r <p j are in E". 
We thus have necessary conditions on E" for the code C as a twice 
extended cyclic code to be GL(2, q) invariant; they are also sufficient: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let E" be a set of exponents definhlg the cyclic code 
C" ht A". Let C be the twice extended code fir A given b), the 0 and oo 
equations of Proposition 2.1. Then C is a nontrivial GL(2, q)-code if and 
o,,b' if 
(1) 0 r E", 
(2) reE"  impliesj--reE", 
(3) if reE"  andO<s<~pr, then seE",  
(4) if  q > 3, E" is nonempty. 
ht addi'tion, C is FL(2, q) flwariant exactly when 
(5) reE"  flnplies preE". 
Proof. Let" such an E" be given. Then C is nontrivial since 
dim C = q -  1 - [E"I. Showing that C is GL(2, q) invariant requires check- 
ing that when ceC, R~c, SbC, and Tc all belong to C. The validity of the 
exponent membership equations for R,c is automatic from the cyclicity of 
C"; for Sbc it follows from the Kasami, Lin, and Peterson theorem applied 
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for the once extended code C'. Condition (2) takes care of these equations 
for Tc. The affine invariance also covers the 0 equations for Rac and Sbc, 
and the oo equations for Tc hold by design (TZ=-identity). The oo equa- 
tion for Rac is routine, and only the oo equation for Sbc has any subtlety: 
,t== -Z '  z(z+b):,:. 
With 7.(z + b) = (z + b) j again, and that factor expanded, it becomes 
k=0 
By the remarks leading to condition (4), the k for which the binomial coef- 
ficient is not 0, other than 0 and j, are all in E". Thus the corresponding 
inner sums are 0. At k = 0, the sum is 0 by the 0 equation for c. The double 
sum has now become 
)%= - ~ '  zJ),:, 
and that is the oo equation for c. 
FL(2, q) invariance is F invariance on top of GL(2, q) invariance, and 
(5) is standard. Another way to say this is that C has a GF(p) form. 
It will prove helpful to include 0 and j artificially in the exponent sets: 
DEFINITION 2.3. 
which 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A quadratic set is a nonempty set E of exponents for 
r e E and 0 ~< s ~<p r implies s ~ E, 
if rzE,  then j - reE ,  
i f j<pr ,  then rCE. 
By the discussion about the interval 0 < r <p j preceding Proposition 2.2, 
these sets are the sets of that proposition augmented by 0 and j. If E 
corresponds to the code C, C • corresponds to the complement of - E with 
0 and j readjoined. This set will also be labeled E • The dimension of C is 
now q + 1 - [El. A quadratic set for which r ~ E implies pr ~ E will be called 
cyclic. 
3. THE BINARY DESCRIPTION OF QUADRATIC SETS 
If q = p ' ,  the exponents can be represented by numbers written base p 
with m digits. Let p - 1 = g (suggesting a 9). Then 0 is represented by both 
0 . . .0  and g . - .g .  Formally this leads to 0<pr  and r<p0,  but that 
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ambiguity will not be a bother, as will become dear. In this arrangement 
- r  is represented by the "g's complement" of r, whose digits are g 
minus those of r. Arithmetic modulo q -  1 can be effected by carrying or 
borrowing cyclically. For example, let h=(p- l ) /2  ("half"), so that 
j=  h . . .  h. Then with r' = j - r ,  r' is computed by doing the subtraction with 
cyclic borrowing when r> j .  The exponent pr is obtained by cycling the 
digits of r to the left (whence the name "cyclic quadratic set"). 
PROPOSITION 3. I. Let r and t be exponents for  ~.vhich t <~p r <<.p t'. Then 
t <~p r' <~p t' also. Given r, there is a unique mhlhnal such t. 
Proof  When r >p j, the minimal t will be j and t' will be 0 in the form 
g. . .g .  However, these exponents r do not appear in quadratic sets. 
If x and x'  are the digits in r and r' in a particular position, there are 
four possibilities for x + x'  depending on the carries in r + r' to and from 
that position (in the cyclic scheme). They are as follows (the extremes are 
explained below): 
Carry to Carry from x + x' Extremes 
0 0 h 0 h 
1 0 h - I  0 h- I  
0 1 p+h h+l  g 
1 1 g+h h g 
If a and a' are the corresponding digits in t and t', then a ~< x ~< a', and con- 
sequently a<~a+(a ' -x )<~a' .  But a+(a ' -x )  is the digit in t+( t ' - r )  (in 
this parenthesizing there are no carries), and that is t+  t ' - r= j - r= r'. 
Thus a + (a' - x) = x', and a + a' = x + x'. So the carry patterns in r + r' 
and t + t' are the same. The last columns list the minimum for a and the 
corresponding a'. These choices provide the needed extremes for t and t'. 
To find them in practice, lower x and raise x', maintaining the sum, until 
either x becomes 0 or x' becomes g. 
An extremal pair t, t' will have digit sequences like the middle two rows 
here: 
0 0 ... 0 1 1 --- 1 0 
t: 0 . . .  0 0 h .. .  h h+l  0 
t'.: g h --- h h - I  g ... g g 
1 0 --- 0 0 1 . . .  1 1 0 
The top row indicates the carries from the right. For any exponent r, let 
b(r) be the binary word of length m whose l's are in the positions from 
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which there is a carry in r + r'. The bottom row shows the common word 
b!t) = b(t'). At an isolated 0 in b(t) (with l's on both sides), the t and t' 
entries are 0 and h - I ,  and at an isolated 1, they are h+ 1 and g. The 
exponents r with b(r) = b(t) are those in the interval t ~<p r ~<p t'. Note that 
b(r) = 1 ... 1 will not appear for qudratic sets. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let t~, t'~ and t2, t'2 be two extremal pairs of 
~< ' i f  and e.x'ponents, with corresponding binary words b~ and b2. Then t~ "~v t2 
only if b! <~2 b2. 
Proof If b~ ~<2 b2, the nonzero entries of tl are under g's in t~,, and 
t~ -.~p t2. Conversely, if t~ ~<e t,, an h + I in t~ can only be under a g in t2. 
Although an h in tl could conceivably be under an h in t~,, to the right of 
the h in t~ there would then be an h under an h -1  in t~. Again the 
nonzero entries in t~ must be under g's in t~, and b~ <~2 b2. 
Now let E be a quadratic set. If r E E, and t, t' form the extremal pair 
surrounding r, then t and t' are in E, since t ~<p r and t' = j -  t. Along with 
them E contains all the exponents in the interval t ~<p s ~<p t', including r'. 
This is just the set of exponents s for which b(s) = b(r). Proposition 3.2 and 
these observations establish: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Each quadratic set E corresponds to a nonempO' set B 
of bhtary words of length m: r ~ E exactly when b(r) ~ B. A nonenlpty set B 
of bhlary words comes from a quadratic set if and only if I ... 1 ~ B and 
B is closed; that is, if b ~ B and a <~2 b, then a e B. E is cyclic exactly when 
B is cyclic, closed under cyclic shifts. 
If t, t' is an extremal pair, so is - t ' ,  - t ,  presented by g's complements. 
The corresponding binary word is the complement 1... 1 + b(t) of b(t). 
Consequently, if the binary set B corresponds to the quadratic set E, that 
corresponding to E • is the complement of the set of complements 
l - - . l+b  of the members b of B. This will also be labeled B i. The 
correspondence b tween nontrivial GL(2, q)-codes and closed binary sets 
is order reversing. Thus for completeness we let A correspond to the empty 
set and 0 to all of GF(2)"'. In summary: 
THEOREM 3.4. The lattice of GL(2, q)-codes is hwersely isomorphic to the 
lattide of closed subsets of GF(2)". I f  code C corresponds tO B, then 
C• to B • C has a GF(p) form exactly when B is cyclic. 
These-binary sets also correspond to the affine invariant binary codes of 
length 2"'. 
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4. T~m MINIMAL CODE 
All the i/ontrivial GL(2, q)-codes in A are contained in the code corre- 
sponding to the binary set {0...0}, and they all contain its orthogonal, 
corresponding to the complement of { 1 ... 1 }. The exponents (including 0 
and j)  for the maximal code are those in the interval 0 ~<p r ~<p j, (h + I)"  
of them. Its dimension is (q + 1 ) - (h + 1 )" and that of the minimal code is 
(h+ 1) m, that is, ( (p+ I)/2)"'. 
This minimal code is the one spanned by the images modulo a divisor 
of p of the elements e,(z). The image words are 
e(oo) = ~ '  [z], 
e(y) = 6[oo] + ~ '  7~()'- z)[z]. 
They span a FL(2, q)-code by the transformation rules of Section 1. To 
see that it is the minimal code, determine the exponents. They are the r 
statisfying 
E"Zr=0, 
YT z(y-z)z'=O, 
for all y. The first equation holds for any r :~ 0. As usual, the second is 
~" (y-z)Jz'=O, 
or  
k:o \k / ' - "  
Since this must hold for all y, one needs 
++,=0 
for all k, O~k~.~ The binomial coefficient is nonzero for k ~<p j, and the 
sum is 0 unless k + r - 0 (mod q - 1). So r will be an exponent for the code 
unless r=-k  (mod q -1)  for some k with 0 ~<k ~<p.L But that exactly 
describes the exponent set for the minimal code. 
Since the excluded exponents are numerically of the form q-  1 -k  with 
O~k ~<j, the exponent set contains the interval from 1 to j -1 .  By the 
481/150/I-7 
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BCH bound, the twice punctured code has minimum weight at least j, and 
the double transitivity of GL(2, q) implies that the original code has 
minimum weight at least j+  2. But 
e(oo) + e(0) = 6[oo ] + [0] + 2 y' [z], 
the sum over the negatives of nonzero squares; this word has weight j+  2. 
All together we have 
TtlEOREM 4.1. The mhzhnal GL(2, q)-code, or mo&dar quadratic residue 
code, is a GF(p)-code spanned by the elemems Z' [z] and 
6[m]+~'7 . (y -z ) [z ] ,  yeGF(q). Its dimension is ( (p+l) /2)"  and its 
mhzhmtm weight is (q + 3)/2. 
When m = 1, the code is a self-dual maximum distance separable code, 
equivalent to one discussed by Diir [7] and Blahut [2, p. 200]. 
Any linear transformation A commuting with the monomial action of 
GL(2, q) is determined by the image of [m].  The action of the Sb implies 
that [m]-+ct[oo]+fle(m) for some ct and fl, and then the R,, action 
requires fl=O. Thus the commuting ring of A as a GL(2, q)-module is 
GF(q) itself. In particular, if C is the modular quadratic residue code, C 
and A/C • afford inequivalent irreducible GL(2, q) representations. 
On the other hand, the map J: [z] --* e[z] does commute with T and the 
Sb, and JR,,= ~(a)R,,J. Of course, C= JA, and as ker J is a GL(2, q)- 
module, it must be C • The commuting ring of SL(2, q) is spanned by J 
and the identity. Thus A/C • and C are isomorphic as SL(2, q)-modules. 
Clifford's theorem implies that they are still irreducible; otherwise, they 
would reduce completely and the commuting ring would be larger than 
it is. 
5. TIIE MIDDLE CODE 
Another conspicuous code appears when m is odd, corresponding to the 
set B of binary words of weight less than m/2. B • = B and the code is self- 
dual. It has a GF(p) form since B is cyclic. 
For this code C, the square-root bound holds: if d is the minimum 
weight, d>~x/~-~+ 3 (unlike the traditional bound there is no 
dependence on 6; the proof follows from the multiple transitivity as in 
[16]). In fact, when p=3 (mod4) the improvement due to Heise and 
KeUerer [8] goes through: d >i (2/x/~) ~ ~ + 5- 
One c-an also use the BCH bound as before. For any exponent r
satisfying 0 < r ~< 0..- Oh--- h, with (m + 1)/2 h's at the right, there are fewer 
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than (m+ 1)/2 carries in r+r '= j ,  so that b(r)6B. But O...Oh.. . (h+ 1) 
does involve (m+ 1)/2 carries. Thus there are 0 - - -0h- . .h  consecutive 
exponents in the quadratic set for C; this number is (p~ 
Consequently, d>~(p~"'+lv2+5)/2. Roughly, d~>x/~/2) x,,/-q, while the 
Heise-Kellerer bound is approximately d>~ (2/x/~) x//'q. Only for p= 3 is 
the latter better (it does not apply at p = 5). 
When p = 3 and m = 3, these results yield d >~ 8. Since the code is self- 
dual over GF(3), its word weights are divisible by 3; so d >/9. One can also 
establish d>19 by using the shifting technique of-van Lint and Wilson 
[12]; the exponents are 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18, 21. Since 9 is the 
upper bound for a (28, 14) typel l l  self-dual code [131, this code is 
extremal (alternatively, the Griesmer bound rules out d = 12). It appears to 
be new I-3, p. 2051, and its weight distribution is 
Ao = 1 A 18 = 2,159,976 
9 '19 = 2, 184 A2t = 1,555,632 
,,112=78,624 A24 = 216,216 
,,t 15 = 768,096 A 27 = 2,240. 
(The determination of the structure of minimum weight words in quadratic 
residue codes of length 27 leads naturally to this code [171 . It has also 
been constructed by Y. Cheng and R. Scharlau with different methods.) 
As in Examples7 and 8 of [101, the supports of the weight 9 words 
must form a single GL(2, 27) orbit. Now the exponents for the code have 
3-weight (base 3 digit sum) at most 3, as doesj  (= 13) itself. It follows that 
the code contains the extensions by 0 at [oo1 of the words of the second 
order generalized Reed-Muller code [51: the relevant computation is 
2 = 3(3 - 1 ) - 3 - I, where the 3's are, successively, m, p, and the 3-weight! 
Thus if It is any 2-dimensional flat in GF(27) (as GF(3)3), the code 
contains c=Z..~11 [z]. The words of weight 9 are the GL(2, 27) images 
of _c. 
6. DIMENSIONS 
Let b be a binary word of length m. The number of exponents r with 
b(r) = b is the number for which t ~<p r ~<p t', where t, t' is the extreme pair 
for b. By the display preceding Proposition 3.2, there are It + 1 choices for, 
a digit of r unless the digit is followed (cyclically) by a jump in b from 0 
to  1 or 1 to 0. In that case there are only h choices. Thus if exp(b) is the 
number of such r and j(b) is the number of jumps, 
exp(b) = (h + 1) .... J~h)hi~b~. 
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If C is the GL(2, q)-code corresponding to a closed binary set B, its 
codimension is ~b~ exp(b). This formula is correct even when B= GF(2)" 
and C=0.  For j(b) is always even, and to each jump pattern there 
correspond two words. Thus 
E exp(b) = 2 E (h + \2k) 
b~ GF(2~ 
=(/ l+  1 +h)m+(h+ l -h ) "  
=pro+ 1. 
For a binary set B, let fB=fB(x)=~.br  JIb). The codimension of the 
corresponding code is (h+ 1)"'fs(h/(h+ I)). When p is large this is 
approximately (h+ I) ' IBI.  
As a special case, take for B the set of binary words of length m and 
" - and weight ~<w. Let C,,,.,. be the corresponding code. C,,.,, .-C ...... ~_,,., 
the codes of Sections 4 and 5 are examples of these "Reed-Muller codes 
writ large," as one might call them. Let f,,.,, stand for fs .  Then fm.,,.= f ,  .... 
for w 1> m, f,,,.o = 1 for m >1 1; and, as above, f,,.m = ( 1 + X) m + ( 1 -- X)". The 
convention fo.,.= 2 is compatible with this and the following recurrence 
relation: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. For m, w >1. O, 
f, ,+ 2.,.+, = f,,, + t.,' + f,,, + t.,.+, + ( x2 -- 1 ) f,,.,.. 
Proof. Suppose 0b is a word of length m + 2 and weight ~<w+ 1, so 
that b has weight ~<w+ 1. Then j(Ob)=j(b) unless b= lb' and b' either 
ends in 1 or is empty. In this case, j (Ob)=2+j(b)=2+j(b ' ) ,  with the 
empty word counted with no jumps. In the first case xJC~ x j(bl, and in 
the second 
X j(Ob) = X j(b) - -  X j(b') + X2X j(b') = X j{b) + (X  2 - -  1 ) X j(b'). 
Similarly, if lb has length m+2 and weight ~<w+ 1, then weight (b )<w 
and again j ( Ib)=j(b) unless b=Ob' with b' empty or ending in 0. The 
combined exceptions involve all words b' of length m and weight ~<w. 
Summing all possibilities gives the formula claimed. 
In addition to the values for f,,,.o and fo ..... one needs ft.,,.= 2 for w >/I 
to start the recurrence. 
These f,,,.,, are cumulative sums of sectional polynomials g .... . defined by 
gtn, w ~" E xJ(b)" 
weight(b) = w 
length(b)  = m 
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The g ....... satisfy the same recurrence as the f ,  ...... but the initial values are 
go.o=2, gm, o=l  for 111>0, go.,,.=0 for w>0,  g i .1=1,  and g , . , .=0  for 
w > 1. In addition, g . . . . . .  .= g .... for w ~ ili. 
The number of jumps in a binary word is the number of cyclic runs, and 
the number of words of length ili and weight w having 2k runs is a classical 
quantity [4]  equal to 
mw(W-~)(m-w ) 
I l l  - -  11' - -  " k 
(0 if m = w). Thus 
This can be expressed with a Jacobi polynomial [15, (4.3.2)]: 
II1 
gm,..(x) = 
III - -  W 
( l  2 ,," {- lm-2, , ' ) ( l ' t -Y2~ 
--X ) P,, 9 \I----2VU" 
The transformations (4.1.3) and (4.22.1) of [15]  change this to 
g ..... (X )= m pl_ l ._m)( l__2x2).  
I t l - -  I t '  
TABLE I 
W 
m 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 2 
2 4 2 
3 8 6 
4 16 16 18 
5 32 40 50 
6 64 96 132 
7 128 224 336 
8 256 512 832 
9 512 !,152 2,016 
10 1,024 2,560 4,800 
11 2.048 5,632 11,264 
12 4,096 12,288 26,112 
146 
406 
1,088 1,186 
2,832 3,330 
7,200 9,060 
17,952 24.024 
44,032 62,352 
9,762 
27,654 
76,176 81,330 
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Then the three-term recurrence [15, (4.5.1)] yields, for a fixed m, the 
recurrence 
w(m - w) (m + 3 - -  2w)  g ..... 
=(m+2-w){(m+ l -2w) (m+3-2w)x  z 
+2(w- -  1 ) (m+ 1 -w)}  gin, w- - t - - (W- -2)  
x (m+ I - -2w) (m+2- -w)  g .... -2 -  
The start ing values are g,,,,o = 1 and gm, I &my2 for l i t>  1. 
Tab le  I shows sect ional  d imens ions  (h+ l )" 'g  ...... (h / (h+ 1)) for p=3,  
when h = 1 and  x = h/(h + 1 ) = 89 
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